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Irnmigration is changing the face of the United States . During the 198Qs, immigration
accounted for 39 percent of U .S . populatian grawth (Rumbaut, 1994) . Many irnmigra .nts are
recent arrivals, 44 percent arrived between 1980 and 1990 (U,S . Bureau of the Census, 1993) .
Immigrants tend to be relatively young ; rnany arrive in their prime working and childbearing
yeaxs. Thus, there are large numbers af immigrant children and children of immigr~nts in the
U .S. whose experi~nces differ from those af native-barn children of native-born parents .
Children who are barn abroad and move ta the U .S . face academie ehallenges speci~c to the
immigrant experience . Similarly, chilc~ren bom in the U .S . of immigrant parents may experience
being raised by parents ~anfamiliar witl~ American cultural and acad.emic institutions and
therefore less likely to be able to guide their offspring . On the other hand, immigrants often
come to this country to take advantage of opportunities for upward mobility for themselves and
particularly their children .

Immigration has been particularly important for the Hispanic populatian, accounting for
approxirriately half of its growth. The Hispanic population in the U.S. grew by 53 percent in the
198~s; hy 1990 it accounted for 9 perc~nt of the total U .S . population (U .S . Bureau of the
Census, 1991) . In 1988, 21 percent of Hispanic children were first generation immigrants and 47
percent were ~th.e U.S.-born offspr2ng of at ieast one irnmigranf parent (Chapa & Valencia, 1993) .
The overall numbers of Hispanic ynuth are expected to triple between 1982 and 2020, when they
will comprise 25 percent of the nation's youth, surpassing African Am~ricans as the larges t
minority grvup in the U .S .

The Hispanic population in the United States is also characterized by high levels of high
school attrition. Althaugh the percentages of Hispanics who finish high school and eollege have
increased, as a group they still lag far behind bla~ks and whites and the gap may be inereasing .
This situation results fram both the histarically low percentage of Hispanics who complete high
school and from the relatively slow pace af improvement . About one-tl~ird of both blacks and
Hispanics completed four years of high school or more in 1974, by 1994 that proportion had
risen to almost ihree-fourths of blaeks but to just over half of Hispanics {U .~. Bureau of tlie
Census, 199b) . Low educational attainment among Hispanics is related to the high percentages
of immigrants in this population. In 1994, vnly 39 percent of foreign-born Hispanics over the
age af 30 had at least a high school education (Western & Kelly, 1997} .

The U.S. econo~ny that first and higher generation irnmigrants encounter has evolved
from one based largely on industry and manufacturing to one increasingly based on technology
and information, making education more impartant than ever to basic economie survival, much
less upward mobility . Those whase human capital matches the needs of this n~w econoxny tend
to be more successful, whereas those who arrive without such assets face longer odds . These
trends make education incr~asingly mare important to economic well-being .

Sackgraund

The process of investing in human capital is not particularly straightforward or consistent
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across ail segments of the population . This is due, in part, to d'a~ferences in availahle family
resources . Researchers have developed sophisticated models linking ascribed cl~araeteristics,
such as parental and family bac~Cground, to educational and occupational attainment, in which
parents' educatian and occupation, along with family income are positively assaciated with
offsprings' years of formal scl~ooling and vccupational status (Blau & Duncan, ~ 967 ; Featherman
& Hauser, 1478} . Farnily socioeconomic sEatus {SES} has been shown to be related to the
educational outcomes of immigrants as well (Po~tes & MacLeod, 1996 ; Steinberg, Blinde &
Ghan, 198~ ; Warren, 1996; Wojt~iewicz & Donato, 1995j . Applying the basic tenets of the
status attainment model to Hispanies necessitates the inclusian of ascribed chaxacteristics that are
particularly pertinent to irnmigrants and theix children ; these include immigrant generation,
nativnal origin and fluency in English .

This worl~ builds on previous studies on the educational outcome s of Hispanics by
building upon the status attainment rnodel and exarnining how generational patterns of high
school dropout are influenced by the level of resources available to Hi spanic sttidents across
irn. migrant generations . First, how high school dropout rates vary by generation is de scribed,
using a nationally representative sample of Hispanic students . Second, how the resources of
students and their parents vary by generation and how this var~ation affects the patterns seen is
examined. Third, giver~ the p articuiar importa~ .ce of eaxiy high scl~aol dropo~t among H2spanics
and its contribution to the overall high rate of dropout aimong this graup , generational patterns af
early and late dropout are de scribed and the effect of family and personal resources an these
patterns is explored .

Altl~ough a nutnber of studies have exarnined the relationship between immigrant
generatian (defined by whether individuals an.d their parents are barn in th~ U.S, or abroad) and
academic outeomes, inconsistent results render the role of generatian unclear . For exampfe,
although Hispanic saphomares in the High School and Beyond (HS&B) survey were much more
likely to drop out 4f high schaol than African American or white students (Ekstrom, et al ., 1986),
U.S . birth was not a factar in the liicelihood of Hispanics dropping aut (Ferr~andez, Pauisen &
Hirano-Nakanishi, 1989) . This result may be due to combining second and higher generation
students, insofar as some research shows that parents' place of birth plays a significant rale in
educational outcomes. However, na differences were founa between first, second and third
generation Hispanic high school seniors with regard to math, reading and vocabulary tests (Buriel
& Cardoza, 19$S). This Lack of association may be due ta the high attrition rate of Hispanic
students 6efore the iast year of high school (Hirano-Nakanishi, 198G~ ; Hispanic high schoal
seniors af all generativns may, therefore, constitute a select group .

in other studies, generatian played a signif cant if conflicting role in predicting
educational autcomes . Rong and Grant (1992) found a positive assoeiat~on between yea .rs of
education and generation far Hispanics, while another study found that GPAs of high school
freshrnen decreased as generation increased (Adams, et al ., 1994) .
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Parents' and families' ability to invest in the education oftheir children is related to their
level of resources . Socioeconomic status has been genera .ily found to ~e positively associated
with academic outcomes, including graduating from high schQOl ; this is the case for immigrants
and natives, and for minarities and non-Hispanic whites . The relafiionship between immigrant
generation and education may be due hoth to the relationship between SES and educativnal
outcomes, and to improvement in SES across generatiuns . For example, controlling far SES
narrawed but did not close the gap 3~etween the chances af graduating from high schoal of whites
and U.S .-born and Mexican-barn Mexican students . Cauntry of birth remained significant : first
generation Mexican students were less lik~ly ta graduate from high school than U .S .-born
students of Mexica.n origin, wha, in turn, were less likely to graduate than white students
(Warren, 199b) . In a recent study of early dropout, second generation Hispanics were less likely
t~ drop out than their third generation counterparts, net of SES (Rumberger, 1995) .

The close association between imrnigrant generation and proficiency in Engl~sh, a form of
human capital that is specific to immigrant grvups, may vffer a plausible partial explanation for
the relationship between generation and educational outcornes . English proficieney is an
impartant, if inconsistent, predictor of academic outcomes. It appears to be closely tied t o
success in at Ieast some aspects of schooling for some racial/ethxiic groups . For example , Asian
eighth graders who speak a Ianguage other tiian English at harne (a situation rn .uch more common
in homes headed by fore ign-born parents) have higher math test scores but lower English grades
than other Asian students (Kenn~dy & Park, 1994) . Hispanics whose first language is Spanish
are less likely to finish high school than tfiose whose mother tangue is English . However, this
pattern does not hold for students of other ethnicities : non-Hispanic non-English speaking
students are not at greater risk af dropping out than their non-Hispanic English-speaking peers
(Steinberg, Blinde & Chan, 1984} .

Other factors intertwined with the immigrant experience have also been shawn to be
related to educational autcames. The experiences of different nationa .~ origin groups in the U .S .
vary considerably ; these differences may be due to dissimilar governmental arid sacietal
receptions (Portes & McLeod, 1 J96), reasons for immigration and the level and types of human
capital that immigrants possess . Far example, most Cuban immigrants in the 1960s were
welcom~d. In addition, these refugees were generally educated, Tniddle class and af European
descent, factars that aided their success in the U .S. In contrast, a sizable proportion vf Mexican
immigr~nts entered the L7 .S. illegally ; they are more commonly viewed as a threat ta natives'
employment opportunities and living sta .ndards. Fu.rthermore, the average education among
immigrant Mexicans is quite low relative to U .S. standards, many Mexicar~s arrive with few
skills apprapriate for high-paying employment and most are mestiza, increasing their risk of
racia! discriminatioa~ . The disparate histaries and characteristics of Mexicans, Cubans, Puerto
Ricans and `other' Hispanics in the U .S, have led to different average levels of eeonomic well-
being amang these groups (Velez, 19$9) .

Students' expectations for tlaeir educational futures are also associated with school
performance . Among junior high Asian and Mexican origin students, educational expeetations
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are positively related to test scores (Kennedy & Park, 1994) whereas low expectations are
associated with early high school dropout for students of all races and ethnicities (Rumberger,
1995} . The typical high school dropout expects to finish high scl~ool and attend juruor college,
while the typical continuing student expects tv coraplete between two and four years of college
(Ekstrorri et al ., 19$6) .

High parental asp irations also appear to be an important factor in children's success
among Hispanics (Kao, 1995 ; Kav & Tienda, 1995). Expectations for the educational attaintnent
of their children may be higher among foreign-born parents, for whorn the advancernent and
success of the ir children was often an important reason for coming to the U .S. In addi t ion, there
is evidence that cul#ural values towards education and behavaors conducive to academic success
are sixonger and more common arnang foreign-born parents than among nati~e-born parents
(H irschman & Wc~ng, 1986 ; Lee & Rong, 1958; Scl~rieider & Lee, 1990) . For example, U.S.-
barn Mexicans w ith twa fareign-born parents were more likely to gra .duate frorn k~igh school than
U.S .-born Mexican students with at least ane U .S .-born parent and U .S.-barn nan-Hispanic
whites (Wojtkiewicz & Donato, 1995} .

How students perform academically appears to be a risk factor for dro~a~ing aut ar~iang
both Hispanic and non-Hispanic students (Fernandez, Paulsen & Hirano-Nakanishi, 1989 ; Velez,
1989). Students with higher grades are less likely to become high schoal dropouts than those
wha have performed poor~y. 5imilarly, students who ha~e been held back a grade, paor
acaderr~.ic perfarmance being the most cornmon reason, are far more likely to drop out of high
school before graduating than students wha have progressed steadily through school (Fernandez,
Paulsen & Hirano-Nakanishi, 1989} .

This study builds on previous research efforts by using a nationally representative sample
of first, second and third generation Hispanic students who were first interviewed in the eighth
grade and followed thraughout their high school years, allowing for prospective analysis af
dropout . The refationship between immigrant generation and the likelihood of ever dropping out
of high school among Hispanic students is investigated . The role of the level of persanal and
family resources across generations in this relationship is explored . It is hypothesized that
dropping out of high schoo4 during the first two years is qualitatively different from drapping out
later in high schaol. This study explores whether the factors that predict early dropout differ
frorn those that predict later drapout, and whether the same faetors play different roles in early
and late dropout, given that students at risk for late drapout are a select subsample of those at risk
for early dropout . Therefore, in order to arrive at a more detailed and clearer understanding af
why dropout rates among Hispanics are so high, relative to other racial/ethnic groups, early and
late drapout are analyzed separately . In this way, thE relationships between immigrant generation
and both the likelihaod of dropping out of high school and the timing of drapout can be more
accurately assessed for this papulation.
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Data

The data are from the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS :88) . A
nationally representative sample of eighth-grade schools and students was sefected in 1988 using
a rivo-stage stratif ed prvbability design. Schools were the primary sampling unit and students
were the secondary sampling unit ; 24,599 studen~s from 1,057 schvols participated in the base
year iz~terview . The NELS :S$ sample includes oversamples of Hispanic and Asian students to
ensure adec~uate sainple sizes for analyses of these two groups. All respondents were
reinterviewed in ~ 990, 1992 and 1994 and information was gathered an their acadernic careers,
inciuding whether they had drapped aut af high school (National Center f~r Educatian Statistics,
1994) .

The NELS :88 dataset is particularly well-suited for studies ofstudent populations with
high rates of high school dropout because the stiident cohort is first interviewed in eighth grade,
when virtually af l yauths are still enrolled in school . Thus, early high school dropouts can be
analyzed. Most existing work on high school dropouts followed students only from the tenth
grade onward, excluding early schaal leavers from ar~alysis . However, one of the criteria for
excluding sfiudents at the time of sample seIectivn should be taken into cons 'rderation when
carrying out and interpreting research on Hispanics. Students whose insufficient command of
English prevented them from cornpleting the questiannair~ and tests were not interviewed .
Nevertheless, the advantages of using NELS :88 to cariy out research on the educational
outcomes af Hispanic students outweigh this drawback .

At the baseline interview, 13 .6 percent of the respondents identified themsetves as
Hispanic, The study sample includes all 1,545 students who self-identified as Hispanic and for
whom inforrnation on generation was available . Those that chose this category were then asked
which subeategory best described thern : Me~icanlCl~icano, Cuban, Puerto Rican . or `Qther'
Hispanic (`ofiher' Hispanics are of Central or South American origin or descent) . Gen~ration
variables were canstructed using questions to t~e student's parent on the student's place of birth -
whether or not he/she was born in the U .S. - and the birthplace of each of his/her biologieal
parents . In this study, generations are defined in the following manner . First generatian students
are defined as those who were born outside the United States {or in Puerto Rico) ; second
generation students were born in the U . S . and at least one of their parents was born outside the
U.S . Third generation students are students whv were born in the U .S . vf twv U .S.-born parents .
Thus, the third generation subgroup actually includes respondents who are third generation and
higher. By these definitians, just under 20 percent of the sample are first generation immigrants,
41 percent are second generation immigrants and 40 percent are third generafiion ar higher .

Variables

Outcome varia6les. The first drapaut ~variable analyzed in this study is a dichotomous
variable defined as ever c~ropping a~t of school after the baseline interview . This outcome is then
partitioned inta two separate dichotomous outcomes, early dropout and late dropout . Early
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dropout is defined as having dropped aut of school before the first follow-up interview when
students wouid narmally b~ second semester sophornores. Late dropaut is operationalized as
having finished tenth grade, but having dropped out of school before the secand follow-up at the
end of senior year .

Generation variables Immigrant generation is the focal independent variable for a11
analyses in this study . In the bivariate analyses, imtnigrant generation is a three-category
categorical variable. Dummy variables are used in the multivariate analyses . In all regression
models, U .S.-born students of two U .S .-born parents, third (ar higher) generation students, serve
as the reference category .

Individual factors. Level of English proficiency cornbines the student's self-assessment
of hisCher ability to speak, understand, read and write English. It is a continuous variable with a
range af ane to four, with four equal ta the highest level of proficiency. Teens' educatiana l
expectations for their awr~ futures is a dichotomous variable where high expectations, meaning
that the teen expects tl~at he/she will at least graduate from college, is coded as `1', lvwer
expectations is coded as `0' . Gender is also a dichatomous variable ; in the multivariate analyses,
males are coded as `1', females as`0' .

Famiiy haekgraund and resaurces . Fam i ly income is a cantinuous variable and is
measured in $1,OOQ. Parents' education is coded as a dichotamous variable ; if either parent has
at least a high school education, the variable is caded as ` 1', if neither parent has eompleted high
school, the variable is coded as `0' . Number af siblings is a continuous variable . A variable
parallel to tha .t describing teens ' educatianal expectations was canstructed far mother's
educational aspirations for her san/daughter (the percentage of missing data on father's
educational aspirations for their child was taa high to include in the analyses) . In the bivariate
analyses, national origin is represented by a four category var iable . Dummy variables are used in
the muitivariate analyses . Students are divided into four groups : Mexicans, Puerta Ricans,
Cubans, and `other' Hispan ics , of which Mexicans are the largest group . In all regression
models , Mexicans serve as the reference category .

Past academic performance. Grade paint averages (GPA) are canstructed by averaging
students' grades in four core subjects - math, English, social studies and science . The scale
ranges from 0 to 4 with a 0 equal to a grade of `F' and a 4 equal to a grade af `A' . Whether
students were ever he~d back a grade or repeated a grade privr ta eighth grade is measured as a
dichotomous variable.

Analysis

The overal! gaal of the analyses is to assess the extent to which generational patterns in
dropaut are explain~d by individual and family factors and by past academic achievement . To
achieve this goal, several sets of analysis are carried out . Bivariate generational patterns of
dropout and of independent variables are presented as are the correlations between dropout an d
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these variables . At the multivariate level, the odds of dropping out for ea ,ch generation are
est imated, control~ing for individual and family factors and prev ious academic performance .

In the multivariate analyses , separate sets of lagistic regression models estimate the odds
of ever dropping out of high schaol, an.d the odds of ~arly and late high school dropout . To
assess the likelihood of ever dropping out of school, vaxiables from the first wave a#'data are
used in order to include all members of the original sample . To predict earlv school dropout,
fihese same set of var iables are used to predict the odds af dropping out by the end of sophomare
yeax. Tlae analyses used to predict late dropout parallel those used for ear~y dragout , but are
carried out only on students who were sti ll ~nrolled in scl~ool at the first follow-up interview.
Variables measured at the first follow-up, in tenth grade , are used to predict the odds of dropping
out before graduation. These var iables are used in the analysis of late dropout because ~hey were
asked anly af students who are not early dropouts and because they incorparate changes from the
baseline year .

For each drop~ut outcome, a series of faur [ogistic regression madels is carried out .
Model 1 includes dummy variables for generation and measures of individual factors - English
langua.ge proficiency, educationat expectations and gender. Mode12 includes generation
variables and family background and resources - total family income, parental education, numh~r
of siblings maternal educational expectatians and the family's national origin . Mode13
combines generation with both individual and family level variables . The final model adds two
measures of students' past academic performance - self-reported grade point average (GPA) and
whether students were ever held back a grade . Combined GPA across sixth, seventh and eighth
grades is used to predict ever dropout and early dropout, tenth grade GPA is used ta predict late
dropout. Ali bivariate and multivaxiate analyses are weight~d so that the samples are nationaliy
representative of the Hispanic student population .

RESULTS

Bivariate Results

Predzctors of Drnpping 4u t

4verall Dropout. The first column of Table 1 presents the percent of students who
dropped out in each generation and differences between studEnts who eventually drflpped out and
thQSe who stayed in school . Slightly rnore than a quarter of native-born Hispanic eig~th-graders
dropped out of high school, compared to almost one in three inunigrant students ; however, these
differences are not statistically significant. Students who expect ta at least graduate from college
are less than half as li~Cely to drop out as are students with lower expectations . Similarly, the
offspring of mothers with high expectations are aboufi haif as likely to drop out as other students .
Among other possibilities, this pattern suggests either that these expectations are self-fulfilling or
that teens with greater prospects of finishing high school have higher expectations . Dropou~s'
command of English and their school grades are lower than those of continuing students . Not



unexpectedly, students who drop out corne from poorer families and have more siblings .
Roughly 30 percent of Ivlexican and Puerta Rican students drop aut of high school, followed
closely by Cubans .

Ear-ly Dropaut . While overall dropout rates do not significant~y diff~r by generation,
such is nat the case for early dropont (Table 1, column 2) . The proportion of imrnigrant students
who drop out of school eariy is more than twice that of either group of native-born t~ens . More
than half of first generation students who drop out of high school leave by the end of their
sophomore year; about one-third of native-born students who leave sehool drop out during this
time .

Early dropouts are poorer, have more s iblings, have lower English proficiency, lower
grades and lower personal and maternal educativnal expecta .tions than continuing students, a
pattern similar to that of overall dropout . Higher percentages of Mex ican students drop out early,
but arnong all nat ional origin groups a minority of the students who eventually drop o~t do so
before the end of their sophomore year . Unl ike the case ~or ever dropout , males are more likely
to drop out early than fernales .

Late ~ropaut. The third column o~Table 1 profiles late dropouts . Among those students
stili in school at the end of their sophomore year, there are no generatianal differences in the
percentage of those who subsequently drop out of high schooL Higher proportions af Mexican
and Puertfl Rican students drop out of high sc~ool late than other students . Once again,
significant and sizable differences remain between stud~nts who expect to at least graduate from
college and those with more modest gaals, although there is no association between maternal
expectations and late dropvut . The mean GPA of students who become late dropouts is below a
`C' while continuing stud~nts have significantly higher GPAs .

Level of English proficiency no longer differs across ~he two groups, suggesting that
students with serious problems cvmmunicating in and understanding Eng~ish have left school
early . Mean famiiy income is significantly lower far late dropouts than for eantinuing students .
It appears that the exclusion of early dropouts from this part of the analysis shifts the average
income tif the remaining sample upward; mean income of late dropo~xts is higher than that of
early dropouts, although it is still ~ower than for continuir~g students . Parental education is no
longer associated with the likelihood of dropping out once siudents reach their sophomore year,
Late dropouts have more siblings, on average, than continuing students .

Generatianad Differences

First, second, and third generation Hispanic ~eens di#fer from each other in several
impartant ways as shown in Table 2. As expected, level of English proficiency increases witn
each generation (maximum score = 4 .0). While even first generation Hispanics score relatively
high on this measure (this result is undoubtedly influenced by the exclusion of limited English
proficient students from the NELS :88 sample), each generation shows significant irnproveznent
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in both the eighth and tenth grades . Although both second and third generation students are born
in an English-speaking country, children af immigrants are not n~cessarily barn into English-
speaking househoIds; this may explain why their levels of English proficiency are lower than
those of higher generation students . Studants' expectations for their own educational attainment
da not vary by generation until their sophomore year . Slightly more than half of Hispanic eighth
graders of all generations expect to at least graduate from college . Among sophomores, U.S .-
born students are mare likely ta have high educational expectations than foreign-born students .

Average family income increases over each generation . Nevertheless, while there are
substantial and significan~ generational increases in fa~nily income, the level from whicl~
improvement is measured is so lflw that even hefty generational gains still Ieave third generation
Hispanic teens worse off thati most of their non-Hispanic peers . The percentage of students with
at least one high school-educated parent increases amang third generation students, undoubtedly
bacause both parents of these students axe U .S .-born. Second and third generation students have
fewer siblings than immigrant students, thus the greater income af higher generation students is
used to support fewer children, resulting in more financial resources per child . Contrary ta
Findings of earlier research, maternal expectatians do not differ across generations ; the
percentage of sophomores whose mothers have high educational expectations for fihem is
uniformly low for all generations .

Immigrant eignth graders have significantly lower GPAs and are mare likely ta have
been held back a grade than their U .S .-born counterparts . Amung sophomores there are no GPA
generational differences ; however, for those still in schvol at this point, first generation students
are more likely to have been held back a grade .

Multivariate Result s

Dverall Drapout. Table 3 presents odds ratios for the logistic regression m~dels
predicting the odds of ever dropping out of high schaol . As the first model shows, controlling
for individual ievel factors does not alter the bivariate generational pattern. English proficiency
is inversely correlated with the odds of dropping out of high school . Students who expect to at
least graduate from college are only one quarter as likely to drop out of school as students with
lower expectations. Gender is not a predictor of overall dropout. This model suggests that while
some individual factors are directly related to the odds of dropping out, they have no effect an the
relationship between generation and drapout .

Mode12 suggests that farnily factors affect the generational pattern . Second generation
students are only about two-thirds as likely to drop out of school as a~e higher generation
students, net of family background and resources, Family inco~ne is inversely xe~ated to the odds
of ever dropping oe~t, and each additional sibling increases the chances of dropout . Students with
a high schaal-educated parent are no more Iikely to graduate from high school thetnselves than
students whose parents have fewer y~ars of schooling . Those whose mothers have high
expectations for them are twice as likely as other to stay in school and Central and South
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American students are less likely than others ta ever drop out of high school .

As Mode13 shows, holding constant both individual and family backgro~nd factors does
not change the generational pattern fo~d when only family background is controllec~ . However,
contr411ing for students' own educational expectations appears to erase the association between
the odds of dropping out of high school and maternal expectations . Mode14 adds educational
expectatians and past schovl pexformanee . Although both GPA and being held back in schaol
are directly correlated with the odds of ever drapping vut, the additian of these variables does not
change the generational pattern in Models 2 and 3 . When past schoal performance is held
constan#, males are one-third less likely to drop out of school than females suggesting that poorer
past perfarmance drives the dropout rates of xnales more than females .

Early Dropout. The results of models predicting the odds of dropping out of high school
early are presented ir~ Table 4 . Hoiding personal and family resources constant does nvt change
the bivariate generational pattern for early drapout (Madel 1) . Nevertheless, English proficiency,
expecting to cornplete college, and being male are all inversely associated with early dropout .
When family background variables are controlled, first generation students are no longer more
likely than others to become early drapouts {Mode12) . Family income, parental education and
maternal expectations axe directly associated with the odds of early dropout . Controlling for both
individual and family variables results in second generation students having lower odds of
dropping out than other students (Model 3) . This pattern disappears wl~en variables describing
past academic performance are entered into the model, suggesting that the lower dropout odds of
second generation students were due to better previous school performance . Thase with higher
GPAs are less likely to drop out and thase who have been held back in school are three times as
likely to drop out early as those who were never held back . In additian, the correlation between
English proficiency and early dropout is eliminated, suggesting that the association between
English proficiency and early dropout operates through schoo~ performance . Number of siblings
becoznes significant . Students who expect to graduate fram eol~ege are anly one-third as likely to
drop out early as are students with lawer expectatians . Males are anly ane-third as likely to drop
out before the end of sophomore year as are females .

Late Dropout . The results of the logistic regressions predicting the odds of dropping out
of school after sophomore year among students who are nat early dropouts are presented in Tab1e
5 . The addition of individual factors does not change the bivariate genera#ional pattern for late
dropout (Ma~el 1) ; students with high expectations are much less likely to drop out of hign
school at this point than other students . When family background ~ariables are held eonstant,
first generation sophomores are onty 59 percent as lik~ly to drop aut as their U .S .-born
classmates (Mode12) . Among students still in school, family incarne and nurnber of siblings are
co~xelated with the odds of dropping out . Parents' education and mothers' expectations do not
play a role in predicting whether Hispanic sophornores continue in school or leave . Controlling
for both individual and family characteristics does not change either the generational patt~m or
the eorretation between any of these variables and the odds of late dropout (Mode13) .
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The addition of educat ional expectatians and past school perfortnance alters these
findings . Compared to third generation students , other students are te ss li~ely to drop out , this is
particularly true of first generation students . EngIish proficiency emerges as a s ignificant
predictor af late dropout, vvhile number of siblings is np longer significant . Educational
expectations continue to be very important in lowering the oc~ds of drap out, as are school grades .
As is the case for overall and early dropout , being held back in school increases the chances af
late dropout .

To surnmaxize these results, g~neratinnal status is associated with the overall likelihood
of dropping aut of high school and the timing of dropout. Second generativn students are less
likely to ever drop out as ofiher students, net of other factors . When overall dropouti is broken
down into early and late dropout, different generational patterns emerge . Among eighth graders,
generation is not retated ta early dropout ; among students who Ynake it through their sophomore
year, first and second generation students are much less likely to become dropouts than higher
generation students .

High educational expectations lower the odds of both early and late dropout and,
therefore, the overall tikelihood of dropping out . The lovver likelihood of dropout among males
relative to fernales appears to be a result of rnuch lawer eaxly dropout rates among males ; after
sophomore year, males and females do nat differ in their odds of dropping out . Family income is
a pratective factor againsfi dropout both early on and later in high schooL The inv~rse
reiationship of number of siblings to the overall likelihood of dropping out is driven by the
negative correlation between sibling size and early dropout ; whereas the inverse relationship
between `other' Hispanic and overa~l dropout appears to be a function of a lower likelihood of
late dropout far students in this category . Grades are a strong predictor of both early and late
drflpout, and thus of overall dropout ; likewise, being held back a grade is highly coxrelated with
both early and late dropout .

DISCUSSI4 N

The Hispanic population of the U.S. is growing rapidly ; it is also bath young and
disadvantaged relative to the rest of the country . T'~ese analyses re-affirm that high school
dropout is a serious problem among this population . Almost one-third of foreign-born students
anc~ just over one-c~uart~r of U .S.-born students drap out of high school . There is little dvubt that
few of these young people will enj oy opportunities for gainful, steady and meaningful
employment without at least a high school digloma .

The primary focus of this study is the relationship between generation and high school
dropout . The results suggest that the risks of dropping out af high school vary across generatians
for Hispanic teens and that this pattern can be tracec! to generational differences in the odds of
early and tate dropaut . The overall generational pattern of dropout provides partial support for
the immigrant optimism hypothesis (Kao &Tienda, 1995) which predicts that second generation
immigrant students will have more positive academic outcomes due to the twin benefits of bein g
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born in the U.S. (and thus learning English early) and of having foreign-barn parents whose
values and expectations for their children spur t1~em to high levels of academic achievemant .
However, this study faund no association between generation, and therefore parents' place of
birth, and mothers' level of educational aspiratians for her child . The finding that U.S .-born
students of U .S.-born parents do worse than their counterparts with foreign-born parents (and
worse than immigrant students when the outcome vf interest is late dropout) provides a measure
of support for Ogbu's (1987) hypothesis that higher generation immigrants axe mare likely to
perceive siructural barriers to success and have less faith in the ability of education to serve as a
route to economic success .

Embedded within the discussion of the a~erall generational pattern of high school
dropout is the issue of the timing of high school dropout . A number af factors appear to pratect
Hispanic students ofall generations against early drapaut, including high educational goals,
being rnale, higher farnily income, having a parent with at least a high schoot education, coming
from a small family, and past academic success . Among Hispanic sophomores, past acadernic
suecess and high future academic goals, along with higher family income, continue to ba related
to lower dropout rates . In addition, high~r English proficiency acts as a protective factor against
late dropout regardless of generation.

The above results suggest that these factors also play roles in the generational pattens of
early and late high schaol dropout. At the bivariate level, immigrant students have higher early
dropout rates than U.S .-born students . Because this pattem disappears with the addition of
family background variables to the logistic regression rnodel, it is seemingly due to the more
advantaged status of native students . This same set of factors appears to be responsible for
raising the rate of late dropout among imrnigrant sophomores to that of their third generation
peers; when these factors are cantrolled, first generatian s~phornores have lower odds of
dropping out. Similar~y, when past school performance is held constant, second generation
sophomor~s are only half as likely to drop out as are higher generation students, whiLe immigrant
sophomores are only abaut one-quarter as likely to becarn~ drapouts .

These findings have potential ramifications for those working with Hispanic teens,
particularly those who are immigrants and the children of irnmigrants . Apparently the primary
reason for the high prapartion of immigrant students who drop out early, and thus raise their odds
of facing future economie hardship, is the disproportionateiy disadvantaged family backgrounds
from which they hail . This is not a surprising result, given that immigrant Hispanics are known
to be poorer and less educated than the general population and that past rese~ch that shows that
economic disadvantage is related to poorer school outcomes for rriany groups of youth .
However, this paper's separate foci on early and late dropout does provide some new and
potentially ~sefuf infarmation by addressing how the timing af dropout shaped the overall picture
and by examining which factors are related to early and late drapout. The results suggest that
efforts to counteract the negative effects of economic deprivation on school completion,
particularly amang foreign-born Hispanic students, must start early, that is, before i~igh schoQl .
It appears that when such efforts are successful in preventing early drapout among immigran t
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students much of the battle is already won, as immigrant students who make it through their
sophomore yea.r are no more likely to drop out than ~C1 .S .-bflrn steidents . Further, if continued
efforts to ameliorate the conditions of relative deprivation in which many imrnigrant youth live
have some suceess, the rates of later dropout among these students wi~l drop furtner .

This stu.dy cont~ibutes additional informatiun to the overall topic of the experience of
immigrants and their offspring from one perspective on a specific outcome . Taken together with
the growing body of literature on immigration and acculturation, it ~ontributes to answering the
question nf what aspects af the im~nigrant experience and acculturation process are impartant to
the future suceess and well-being of immigrants and their descendants . Given the growing
proportion of sfiudents in this country who are immigrants or the children of immigrants from
cauntries with cultures, histories and levels of e~onomic development very different from the
U.S., this is a particularly timely and practical questian .
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Table 1 . Bivariate Associatians between Indepen d en t Variah les and Ever, Early and Late Dropout

Percentage Who Drop DuY
Variables E~er Drop Out Early Drop Out ~ Late Drop Out_

Genercrtio n

1 st Generation 32 .29 18 .25 *** 15 . 48

2nd Generation 26 .81 $ .54 16 . 11

3 rd Generation 26. S 3 7. 7 l 17 . 82

Hispanic subgroup ~

Mexican 31 .15 *** 12 .00* 19 A4* *

Cuban 2b .57 5 .85 15 . 79

1'uerto Rican 29.39 7 .29 18.30

`Other' 18 .24 6 .72 10 .77

Educationa! ~xpectations

Expect to gradt~ate from college 1G .99*** 4 .1b*** 694* '~*

Have lower epectations 40 .20 16 .94 24 . 64

Materna! expectations

Expect R to graduate from college 19.53 *** 6.34* ** 15 . 24

Have lawer expectations 38 .95 15 .19 17 . 21

Parental education level

High schoat or more 1696* ~~ 5 .55 *** 8 . 4g

Less than high school 30 .97 18.93 14 . 85

Sex

Male 28 .33 i8 .55* 17 . 73

Femaie 27 .22 i 1 _57 I 5 7 _

Mean Values of Dropouts and Continuing Students
Ever Drop Out Earlv Drop Out I.ate Drop Qut

Variab les Dropouts Cont. Students Dropouts Cont. 5tudents Dropouts Cont. Students

Eng lishproficiency 3 .66*** 3.77 3.41**# 3.77 3.82 3.86

Fam ily income ($ t 000) 1 6.21 ** 28.82 13.90* ** 27.43 25.7 1**"` 34.00

GPA 226*** 2.85 2.30*** 2.77 1.94*** 2.78

Numher of siblings 3 .46*** 2.64 3.59*** 2.78 3.28~** 2.64
aweighted *p~.05 **p<.O1 ***p<.0~1 ^~~



Table 2 . Generational Comparisons in $th and lOth Grad e

8t r de
Ist Generation 2nd Generation 3rd Genera#ion

Individual Faetors

Eng[ish proficiency tl-4) * ** °

R expects to compelete college (%}

Family Background

Family income ($1,000}** * a

Parent with H .S . education (°!o)***°

Number of siblings*** b

Mother expects R to complete college (%)

3 .50

52 . 76

I 8 . 97

51 A2

3 .24

53 .82

3 . 68

53 . 1 q

25 . 2D

58 .57

2 . 87

54 . 67

3 .9 1

Past School Performance

54.50

30.53

83.47

2 .68

57.36

GPA (dth-8th ~ade)* ` 2 .60 2 .76 2 . 76

Ever held back a grade (°/a)* d 27 .24 20 .31 18 . $8

N 263 61 2 673

weighted percen# 19 .4 40 .8 39 .8

lath Grade
lst Generation 2nd Generation 3rd Generation

~ndividual Factors

English proficiency (1-4)**~` ° 3.76 3.84 3.95

R expects to com pelete co llege (%)**b 35.39 46.I0 47.94

Family Background

Family incame ($1,d00)***8 27.03 32.27 36.58

Parent with H .S . education (%)***` 56.334 62.83 85.74

Number of siblings** *b 3.27 2.66 2.60

Mother expects R to comp lete college {°~o) 26.54 26.67 26.05

Past School Perfarmance

GPA ( l Oth grade) 2.66 2.70 2.73

Ever heid back a grade (%)**6 24.58 14.58 I5.05

N 224 564 6]5

weighted percent I 8.2 4 t.0 40.8

*p~ .05 **p< .Ol **~P< .00 1
a all generations significantly different fram each okher
b lst generation significantly different from 2nd and 3rd generation
` 3rd generation significantly differen# from 1 st and 2nd generation
d 1 st generation significantly different from 3rd generatinn



Table 3 . Logistic Regression Models : Odds Ratios for Ever Dropping 4ut of High Schoo l

Variables Modell Mode12 Mode13 Made14

Generatiort

I st Generation l .28 0.83 0.86 4.84

2nd Generation 0.87 0.64** D.62** O.G8*

3rd Generation (ref.) 1.00 1.00 i.00 1 .U0

Individual Factors

English proficiency 0.79* 0.92 0.98

Student f~as higlt 0.26*** 0.40*** D.S2***
expectation s

Male 0.97 1.U5 0.66*

Family Background

Family income ($1,000} 0.97*** 0.97*** 0.97***

High school-ed~cated 0.79 0.81 p.77
parent

Number of siblings 1 .12** l .l l* l.l l*

Mother has high 0.50*** 0.76 1.01
expectations '

Cuban 0.64 0.73 0.86

Puerto Rican 1.11 1.18 1 .24

Other Hispanic 0.55** U.57** 0 .48**

Mexican (ref.} 1.OD 1.04 1 .00

Past School Performane e

GPA 0.42'~ * *

Held back a grade 2.09***

-21og likelihood 123 .23*** 172.13*** 205 .99*** 257.29'~**

df 5 9 12 14

N 1,548 1,4ba 1,4~0 I,2$5

*p ~ .QS **p < .O1 ~:~*p ~ .001



Table 4 . Logistic Regression Modeis: Qdds Ratios for Dropping Out of High ~chool Early

Variables Modell Mode12 Mode13 Mode14

Generation

lst Generation 2.00** 1.34 12a 1.24

2nd Generation 0.85 0.69 p.57* 0.59

3rd Generation (ref.) I.00 1 AO l.00 1 .40

Individual Factars

Englishproficie ►tcy 0.51*** 0.58*** 0.78

Student has high 0.24*** 0.32~** b33**'~
expectation s

~a~~ 0.56* a .~4 0.33 ***

Family Baelcground

Family income ($1,000) ~.96*** 0.97*** 0.97***

High school-educa#ed 0.46*** t7.49** Q.46**
parent

Number of siblings 1.09 1.OS T . l S*

Mother has high ~.54$* Q.$8 1.41
expectation s

Cuban 1.00 1.24 196

Puerto Rican 4.$4 1.04 0.75

Other Hispanic 0.64 0.65 ~.36

Mexican (ref.) 1 AO 1.00 1.00

Past School Perfor~manc e

GPA 0.56***

Held back a grade 3.06***

-2 iog likelihood 123.98*** 118.25*** 162.41 *** 191 .27*'~*

df S 9 12 14

N 1,548 1,460 1,46Q 1,285 .

*p < .OS **p < .O1 ***p ~ .001



Table 5 . Logistic Regression Models : Odds Ratios for Dropping Out of High School Late

Variables Modell Mode12 Mode13 Mode14

Generation

lst Generation 0.62 0.59* 0.53* 0.27*'~

2nd Generatioc~ 091 0.78 Q.75 0.50*

3rd Generation (ref.) ~ .oa ~.aa 1 AO 1 .00

Individual Factars

Engiish pr~ficiency 0.81 1 AS 0.43 *

Student has high 0.15 ** * 0.18 ~** 0 .3 8~` *
expectation s

Male 1.36 1.33 0.6$

Family Background

Facriily income {$1,000) 0.97*** 0.95** 0.9$*

High sehool-educated 1.40 1.46 0.85
parent

Number of siblings 1 .20*** 1.15* 0.91

Mother has high 1.08 1.37 1.34
expectatian s

Cuban 0.59 0.83 1.27

Puerto Rican 0.97 0.99 1.65

Other Hispanic 0.45** 0.47** 0 .44*

Mexican (ref.} ].OU 1.00 1.00

Past Schood Performance

GPA 0.31 *~*

Held back a grade 1.89*

-2 log likelihood 91 .47*** 58.95*** 12U.37*** 152 .19***

df S 9 12 1~F

N 1,326 1,255 1,255 1,073

*p < .OS **p < .01 **~p ~ .441
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